
James Wells was an African American graphic artist, Born November 2, 1902, in Atlanta 

Georgia. James was an influential fine art professor at Howard University in 1929. James 

began exploring his art more along with the time era of the Harlem Renaissance; this is the 

time in which James’ art was exposed and had recognition. 

 

My personal style is based on my desire to create images that are somewhat realistic, but 

changed in some way. When creating my art, the viewer will have a vision of a world that 

only I can see. Both my style and James Wells' style will portray an image of fantasy and to 

execute what is realistic and what isn't. 

 

This image will show a more similar design and more similar aesthetic. Colors, texture and 

value that stand aside from a James Well original artwork and see what I have done the 

same and see what I continued to bring to life. I want the viewer to understand the 

similarities and understand the method of compare and contrast of both value and texture. 

Different values of black and textures of purple to show the absence of color and to show 

the viewers the colors apart. 

 

 

 

Artist: Antwain Shaw-Huff 

I was born on May 6, 1998 In Cincinnati, Ohio but I am 

currently working between Cincinnati and Atlanta. I began 

showing my art during my junior year of high school at 

local art exhibits and competitions; this is where my 

journey of being a professional fine artist began.  

My personal style is based on my desire to create images 

that are somewhat realistic, but changed in some way. 

When creating my art, I want the viewer to have a vison of a 

world that only I can see. This world is portrayed as a 

fantasy land where I alone control your experience with my 

creative vibe. 

I create my art in an abstract format so that I can have a 

free escape with the medium of my choice.  I typically use 

acrylic and chalk pastels in my work because I like the 

blending freedom that they allow on canvas. 

As an abstract expressionist, I have created pieces all over 

the city of Atlanta, but you can also see my work in several 

other cities at exhibits and private collections.  

Paris Abstract is the venue that I created to make my work available to the world through 

corporate/community events or any large celebrations. Usually, my most popular work is 

presented on a larger scale such as murals and large canvases. 

 

IG: @paris.abstractt 


